It is important that your grant is used effectively and based on school need. The Education Inspection Framework
(Ofsted 2019 p64) makes clear there will be a focus on ‘whether leaders and those responsible for governors all
understand their respective roles and perform these in a way that enhances the effectiveness of the school’.
Under the Quality of Education criteria (p41) inspectors consider the extent to which schools can articulate
their curriculum (INTENT), construct their curriculum (IMPLEMENTATION) and demonstrate the outcomes
which result (IMPACT).
To assist schools with common transferable language this template has been developed to utilise the same
three headings which should make your plans easily transferable between working documents.
Schools must use the funding to make additional and sustainable improvements to the quality of
Physical Education, School Sport and Physical Activity (PESSPA) they offer. This means that you should
use the Primary PE and Sport Premium to:
•
•

Develop or add to the PESSPA activities that your school already offer
Build capacity and capability within the school to ensure that improvements made now will
benefit pupils joining the school in future years
Please visit gov.uk for the revised DfE guidance including the 5 key indicators across which
schools should demonstrate an improvement. This document will help you to review your
provision and to report your spend. DfE encourages schools to use this template as an
effective way of meeting the reporting requirements of the Primary PE and Sport Premium.
We recommend you start by reflecting on the impact of current provision and reviewing the
previous spend.
Schools are required to publish details of how they spend this funding as well as on the
impact it has on pupils’ PE and sport participation and attainment by the end of the
summer term or by 31st July 2020 at the latest.
We recommend regularly updating the table and publishing it on your website
throughout the year. This evidences your ongoing self-evaluation of how you are
using the funding to secure maximum, sustainable impact. Final copy must be
posted on your website by the end of the academic year and no later than the
31st July 2020. To see an example of how to complete the table please click HERE.

Support for review and reflection - considering the 5 key indicators from DfE, what development needs are a priority for your setting and your pupils
now and why? Use the space below to reflect on previous spend and key achievements and areas for development.

Key achievements to date until July 2019:

Areas for further improvement and baseline evidence of need:

Overall quality of lesson delivery has improved as a result of using Sports Premium
Provide Sport Assemblies, to pupils and parents, which showcase the PE skills
money to fund training for the Sport Teaching Assistant (STA) upskilling to Level 5 in developed by the pupils throughout the school.
Primary PE qualification. Lesson observations show that teaching is consistently good,
with elements of outstanding, and that pupils make good progress.
Data indicated that 2% of pupils “didn’t particularly like PE”. We hope that the
opportunity to showcase work to friends and parents may make children focus
Lessons have also been improved by utilising one of our new teachers British
harder and aspire to be in the assemblies, and thus enjoy what they are doing/attain
Gymnastics Qualifications for all year groups. All year groups experienced their
more.
Gymnastics Unit with both our ‘PE Specialist’ and our ‘Gymnastics Qualified Teacher’.
This benefited the children greatly and ensured Gymnastics lesson were consistently One area of further improvement for this year would be to improve the confidence
good and that pupils made great progress. The combination of knowledge meant the of all teachers in teaching all areas of the PE Curriculum. As stated further on in
lessons further acted as CPD for all staff involved (including attending TA’s).
Indicator 3, we have two new teachers replacing two previous teachers who were
confident in ‘teaching 100% of the PE Curriculum’. We would like to increase the
Our school’s sport documentation, planning and assessment have remained high in confidence of teachers at teaching all areas of the curriculum from 50% to 100% but
quality, as well as the quality of teaching and learning opportunities. A clear action have set 75% as our target this year.
plan and vision for school sport is being implemented. Opportunities for CPD such as
sessions for other staff members at the Herts PE Conference have enabled staff
In January 2020, as part of the new PE Staff Audit, 75% of teachers agreed that they
members to have an ‘understanding of High Quality PE’.
felt confident teaching all areas of the PE curriculum. The lack of confidence for
100% of children are choosing to be physically active at lunchtimes.
teaching PE fell within the field of teaching Striking and Fielding Games, highlighted
by a new teacher who had not experienced our STA’s Cricket or Rounders lessons.
Sporting Achievement both inside and outside of school, continues to be celebrated The school predicted that by January 2021 (the time of the next Staff Audit), 100% of
in weekly assemblies through the introduction of the PE, Physical Activity and School teachers would report that they felt confident teaching all areas of the PE curriculum
Sport Excellence Recognition Book. This is regularly noted on the school newsletter. because those topics would have been covered. Unfortunately, due to the Covid-19
In addition to this, the implementation of the new ‘Healthy Selfie’ initiative allows
Pandemic Striking and Fielding was not covered during the summer term and
every day physical and sporting achievements, which children take part in outside of therefore this has been identified as a gap the school still need to close.
school, to be displayed visually.
We have improved our 2018-19 results at the 2019-20 NHSSP Rural Schools Sportshall
Athletics Competition (3rd Place overall).
There is a 6% increase this year in the number of children who can perform Safe Self
Rescue in the water compared to 2018 – 2019.
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School Games Platinum Status has been achieved. Our school is the first school
within the Harpenden School Sports Partnership to achieve this.
One area identified for improvement was to involve the entirety of the ‘School Sports
Organising Committee’ when updating the current ‘PE Pupil Voice’ survey and use
them to help children understand questions and ask them what they think could be
improved with our Physical Education delivery.
This was achieved as at the time of taking the PE Pupil Voice Survey the ‘SSoC’
worked with younger children to read the questions to them and make the survey
more applicable to them. Afterwards they also discussed the results of the survey and
a brief subsequent plan of action to improve certain statistics.

Meeting national curriculum requirements for swimming and water safety.
What percentage of your current Year 6 cohort swim competently, confidently and proficiently over a
distance of at least 25 metres?
N.B. Even though your pupils may swim in another year please report on their attainment on leaving
primary school at the end of the summer term 2020.
What percentage of your current Year 6 cohort use a range of strokes effectively [for example, front crawl,
backstroke and breaststroke]?

94%

88%

What percentage of your current Year 6 cohort perform safe self-rescue in different water-based situations? 100%

Schools can choose to use the Primary PE and Sport Premium to provide additional provision for swimming
but this must be for activity over and above the national curriculum requirements. Have you used it in this
way?
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No

Action Plan and Budget Tracking
Capture your intended annual spend against the 5 key indicators. Clarify the success criteria and
evidence of impact that you intend to measure to evaluate for pupils today and for the future.

IMPACT: COVID-19
Due to schools closing because of the
Covid-19 Pandemic, some actions and goals
have not been achieved. Where this the
case the text has been coloured blue.

Academic Year:
Total fund allocated: £ 16, 960
Date Updated: July 2020
2019/2020
Key indicator 1: The engagement of all pupils in regular physical activity – Chief Medical Officer guidelines recommend that primary
school pupils undertake at least 30 minutes of physical activity a day in school
Intent

Implementation

Percentage of total
allocation:
5%

Impact

Your school focus should be
Make sure your actions to achieve are linked to
Funding allocated: Evidence of impact: what do pupils now
Sustainability and
clear what you want the pupils your intentions:
know and what can they now do? What has
suggested next steps:
to know and be able to do and
changed?:
about what they need to learn
and to consolidate through
practice:
To continue to provide and
Evidence to support impact will be:
 Increase the range of clubs provided: Cross
 Continue to liaise
improve the range of extraCountry, Netball, Kurling (part of Breakfast Club),  Harpenden
 Pupil Voice survey
with pupils and their
curricular activities on offer for
Dodgeball club (part of Breakfast Club), Basketball
School Games
families to ascertain
 Club registers
pupils
Club (part of Breakfast Club)
Partnership
the clubs and
 Club timetables
(SAHSSP) Fee
activities that our
 Continue previously established clubs: KS1 Football,
 Photos and videos
To increase the % of pupils
£250
students want to be
KS2 Football, Badminton, Table Tennis
 Lunchtime activity rota
taking part in any extraattending
 SAHSSP
 Through continued promotion and letting of the
Image 1.0 in Pictorial Evidence Document
curricular activity from 68%
 Lunchtime activities
partnership £700
school hall to a local Karate club it has provided the
(July 2019 results) to 70% by
led by Year 5 Young
opportunity for 7% of the school to attend. This is
WIDER IMPACT AS A RESULT OF ABOVE:
the end of July 2020.
Leaders so they can
an increase compared to last year’s 5% uptake.
 SAHSSP ‘Young
Statement about club participation:
repeat their work
Leader and
 Breakfast club and After-school club have been
70% of pupils attended a school led club AND 80%
To increase the % of pupils
throughout Year 6,
Bronze
‘revamped’ so that their structure becomes even
attended a club at school run by others.
taking part in a school-led
and help assist other
Ambassador
more physically active and sociable for the
 The STA adapts PE lesson to meet the needs of
extra-activity club from 60%
Year 5’s (currently
Training’
attendees. A wider array of activities will be
all individuals, including 5% of pupils with
(July 2019 results) to 70% by
Year 4) in officiating
(included
in
available to the children as well as additions to the
physical needs. This has provided pupils with
July 2020.
and leading games.
membership
Breakfast menu to expand the healthy choices
more confidence, which is turn has contributed

Also, STA now
price)
available. Sporting clubs which took place in the
to more positive attitudes to learning and
To sustain 100% of pupils
working in
morning, are being incorporated into Breakfast club
better concentration in lessons.
choosing to be physically active
agreement with the
so all the attendees can participate if they wish to,
 By March 2020, after implementing the new kit
across a typical school week
PTFA so that other
rather than the previous first-come-first-serve
monitoring system, there were zero cases of relunchtime
basis. This will help contribute to the children’s
peated forgotten kit, which shows a turnaround
equipment will be
‘healthy active lifestyle’. Thus Basketball and
in pupils’ attitudes to PE. We aim to maintain
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To reinstate ‘Daily Physical
Activity’ initiative through the
form of a fun and engaging set 
of structured activities to be

held at the end of each day.

For 100% of children to take

part in 30mins of Physical
Activity, 7 days a week (the two 
weekend half-hours also being
provided throughout the
working week).


To improve the percentage of
children who actively state how

much they enjoy PE
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Dodgeball Club replace Table Tennis and
Badminton Club.
Weekly attendance registers to be kept
Play leaders to provide a variety of activities for KS1
pupils at break and lunch time
Train two new Young Leaders, and include the
previous Young Leader with new information.
Establish Young Leader roles at lunchtimes (i.e.
creating own clubs)
Year 5/6 Sports Leaders to buddy with selected
Year 2 pupils to assist with the delivery of
lunchtime sporting activities, overtime upskilling
and encouraging leadership skills in KS1
The addition of the new Basketball Hoop on our
Playground has had a very noticeable impact on the
amount of children taking up interest in a new
sport and remaining active at lunchtimes.
Basketball Club and Netball Club have earned
positive feedback amongst parents and have seen a
greater uptake amongst pupils since the
introduction of hoop.
Liaise and work collaboratively with more providers
and sports clubs
Pupil Voice to be given a larger role within PE –
pupil questionnaires to be monitored by our Sports
Captains/Ambassadors
Class Teachers to incorporate the activities into
class daily routine. STA and Headteacher to monitor
the effectiveness of the activities and teacher
confidence/competency leading it. STA to lead
sessions where possible and demonstrate further
adaptations of already inclusive exercises for SEND
pupils.
Enter the Sustrans Big Pedal again and promote the
event to parents via Twitter, Newsletters and the
School Website. Also internally promote the event
to children by including Big Pedal information
within our Clean Air Day and Environment
Assemblies.
Enter Hertfordshire’s Walk to School Week and
promote the event to parents via Twitter,
Newsletters and the School Website.
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this statistic by using the Forgotten Kit Spreadsheet, keeping lessons fun and engaging (to
prevent chn deliberately nor bringing PE kit to
avoid PE), in addition to discussing the importance of PE and bringing the correct kit with 
children if warnings do have to be given.
Two children stated that they ‘did not
particularly like PE’ meaning overall the
percentage who enjoyed ‘some’, ‘most’ or ‘all’
was 98%, however 55% of children did say that
they enjoyed all PE. This is a 7% increase from
last year.

Image 1.1 in Pictorial Evidence Document

bought using PTFA
funds, therefore no
money from the PE
grant is used.
The Basketball Hoop
was purchased using
money obtained via
a grant and money
raised by our PTFA,
and requires no
upkeep. The hoop is
a permanent built-in
fixture on our
playground and will
last for many years.
Making it a
sustainable addition
to our school
facilities.
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Pupil Voice data in January 2019 showed that 91%
of pupils enjoyed all or most PE, 7% enjoyed some
PE and only 2% report they don’t particularly like
PE. Upon studying the data, majority of the reasons
for not liking ‘All PE’ were Boys disliking Dance. To
overcome this, staff will be upskilled by the STA in
this area. Therefore, we predict that 100% of
children will enjoy at least some PE, with at least
55% saying they enjoy all PE by January 2020.
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Percentage
Key indicator 2: The profile of PESSPA being raised across the school as a tool for whole IMPACT: COVID-19
Due to Schools closing because of the Covid-19 Pandemic, some
of total
school improvement
actions and goals have not been achieved. Where this the case
allocation:
the text has been coloured blue.
88%
Intent
Implementation
Impact
Your school focus should be clear what you want Make sure your actions to achieve are linked
the pupils to know and be able to do and about to your intentions:
what they need to learn and to consolidate
through practice:














For pupils to be more active in PE lessons 
participating without stopping to rest.
To raise the standards achieved in the PE National
Curriculum from 72% achieving their end of Key
Stage attainment target (ARE) (July 2019 results)
to 85% by end of July 2020.
To ensure the school continue to enter a wide

variety of external competitions which enables
networking and good practice to be shared.

To promote school sporting events through
ensuring all events are shared on Twitter
To establish a monthly Sports Newsletter
To develop current notice boards/slideshows in
main entrance and around the school to raise the 
profile of PE and Sport in addition to wider
sporting opportunities outside of school, for all

visitors and parents.

To continue to let the school hall to external
sporting providers to offer more opportunities for
Sports in the community

By January 2020, 100% of pupils will say that they 
feel confident In PE.
By January 2020, 100% of pupils will say that they

feel proud of their hard-work by establishing
other methods of praise which the children will
enjoy and relate to more.
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Continue use of PE and School sport Celebration
assemblies (including ‘Sports Personality of the
Week’ and ‘Premier League Primary Stars’) every
week to ensure the whole school is aware of the
importance of PE and Sport and to encourage all
pupils to aspire to being involved in the
assemblies.
Ensure staff use the PE celebration book to
record achievements
Ensure Healthy Selfie display and Sports display
are kept up-to-date with the latest sporting
achievements and that certificates are awarded
to participating children.
Different classes to showcase PE learning (EG
Dance/Gymnastics performance) during assembly
time – dates to be planned into diaries for this.
Use Twitter to celebrate events attended.
Pupils who have not achieved ‘ARE’ to be
targeted appropriately and lessons adapted.
PE Lessons modelled by STA to all staff
STA to attend Rural School Sports AGM, PE
Coordinator Meetings within our Sports
Partnership and discussions at events.
STA and one Teacher to attend Herts PE
Conference
Arrange for role models/local sporting
personalities to visit the school/talk about them

Supported by:

Funding
allocated:

Evidence of impact: what do
pupils now know and what can
they now do? What has
changed?:

Sustainability and
suggested next steps:

 Develop the
assemblies to open to
a wider audience of
parents.
 Continue to employ
a dedicated STA
enabling more
competitions to be
Image 1.2 in Pictorial Evidence
entered;
Document
 Attendance at local
sports meetings
 Specific sports newsletters were sent
enables good
out when sport schedules were busy
Cost of
practice to shared
and there was enough to fill a whole
Herts PE
across schools.
sports newsletter. They were greatly
Conference

PE Coordinator
£150.00
received by parents. Where there we
meetings and
less events in a month, sports news
Teacher Training
was shared in our standard school
days are included
newsletter. The covid-19 pandemic
within our SAHSSP
then halted all newsletters as
membership.
children were not in school to
 Once boards are in
participate in school sport.
place they will just
need updating
Image 1.4 in Pictorial Evidence
allowing the profile
Document
of PE to stay high.
 The vocabulary is also
quite versatile and can
£14,844 to
contribute
to STA.

Evidence:
PE achievements book
Sports displays/noticeboards
Sports newsletter
Pictures
Twitter
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in assemblies/in class time so pupils can identify
with success and aspire to be a local sporting
hero.
Selected based on feedback within the PE Pupil
Voice Survey as to which sporting background the
children would like the Role Model to come from.
Continue linking the PE vocabulary around the
School Hall to the ‘Sports Personality of the
Week’
Team Captains/Sports Council to write up
match reports from fixtures
Organize for pupils with sporting
stories/successes from outside school to bring
in photos/writing for the displays
Create a ‘School Sports Organising Crew’ board.
Use PowerPoints themed on inspiration and
role models, to be delivered by STA in assembly
time.
Award two Sports Trophies in the end of term
assemblies.
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£0 for role
models to
deliver
assembly

In 2018-19, 92% of children reported
that they felt confident in PE,
however in 2019-20 this has risen
sharply to 98.8% of children. The
school have identified the reasons
for this lack of confidence and are
working on developing this.

be reiterated in all
lessons so that the
younger children can
begin to use KS2
language in their
sentences which aids
and highlights
cognitive
understanding.

 This academic year we have
experienced a Sporting Role Model
Assembly, from Matt Davies, Saracens  We organise most of
Coach and Harpenden Rugby Club
our role models via
Entry to the
Head Coach. He spoke to the children
already established
event is free
about the importance of focussing
club links or through
of charge
hard in school as well as in his choice
contacts of our STA.
of sport and how this has enabled him Most will speak for
to progress into a Head Coach
free, however if
position.
charges do apply, they
Image 1.3 in Pictorial Evidence
are often minimal and
Document
only cover transport
costs, and so if the
 By January 2020, we had hope to
Sports Premium
raise this percentage of pupils who
funding does come to
state they feel proud of their work
an end, the role model
from 94% in 2018-19 to 100%.
assemblies can
Whilst this was not the case, it did
continue.
increase to 98%.

Key indicator 3: Increased confidence, knowledge and skills of all staff in teaching PE and sport IMPACT: COVID-19
Due to Schools closing because of the Covid-19
Pandemic, some actions and goals have not been
achieved. Where this the case the text has been
coloured blue.

Intent

Implementation

Your school focus should be
Make sure your actions to
clear what you want the pupils achieve are linked to your
to know and be able to do and intentions:
about what they need to learn
and to consolidate through
practice:
 For the STA to continue to

teach and model lessons to the 
class teachers to raise their
confidence and knowledge in
ensuring skill progression is
evident in PE lessons

 By July 2020, 100% of lessons
will be graded ‘good or better’
 By July 2020, approximately

75% of children will have
improved by one level (or

reached the highest achievable
level) when working out an

average across each unit.
 100% of teachers will feel

confident teaching all areas of
the curriculum by January 2020.
This is set to be complete by
July 2020 once all of this year’s
PE topics have been covered. 
 To improve the resources
available to enhance PE lessons, 
in particular for pupils with
SEND
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Impact
Funding Evidence of impact: what do pupils now
allocated: know and what can they now do? What
has changed?:

STA to further develop scheme of work
Scheme of work has been adapted to meet the specific
needs of children within the school at a whole class and
individual level. Adaptations constantly being made when
planning each lesson to cater for all needs.
Sports Teaching Assistant taking and modelling PE lessons
across the whole school, enabling progression of skills to
develop consistently.
Class Teachers to observe and assist in lessons to see
further demonstrations of good practice.
STA to give constructive feedback to Class Teachers when
they are leading group activities.
STA and class teacher to use the carefully developed PE
assessment system to support with teacher assessment
‘Show What You Know and other teaching techniques’ to
be embedded in lessons to enable more assessment
opportunities - Teacher and the STA to reflect on these
when discussing progress/’grades’.
Head teacher kept informed by STA (Level 5) of lesson
progress, teacher progress, level of PE and best practice
PE observations will demonstrate Level 5 PE expectations
and targets will be set to ensure outstanding practice.
High quality and quantity of resources for lessons
purchased to allow for continued outstanding physical
education and pupil attainment.
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Percentage of
total
allocation:
1%

Evidence:
CPD records
Lesson observations
Assessment
Staff voice
Pupil voice
Cost of
equipment 
Due to Schools closing because of the
£142.89 Covid-19 Pandemic, this goal has not been

achieved as teachers/pupils were not here to
collect data and/or meet targets. Not all topics
within PE were covered so comparing the data
would not be a fair test.




New equipment including Lighter Sponge
Balls, More Durable, Arrow Cones have
been purchased for use in clubs, lessons.
Sports etc.
Variety of balls purchased for use by SEND
pupils who find a standard ball too difficult
to use. This has enabled them to participate in lessons, achieving the same learning objective as their peers, albeit it at
their own level.

Sustainability and
suggested
next steps:

 PE leader to upskill staff in
house now that they are
trained to do so (Level 5 in
Primary PE Specialism). So if
the funding stops, the CPD
for CT’s can continue.
 Lessons incorporating
‘organising and officiating’
and ‘Peer Teaching’
elements for all pupils. This
gives all pupils the
opportunity to ‘Lead games’
and ‘Peer Teach’.
 Staff will work together and
share good practice which
will lead to better
confidence all round and
more staff keen to get
involved thus ensuring the
extra activities will continue
and open the opportunity
for expansion.
 As staff grow more
confident and keen to teach
PE, with and without STA, no
money shall be spent on

 STA to continue to work with Class TA’s (when they are in
lessons or during games at lunchtimes) to upskill them and
give them additional skills based knowledge which they
can apply at lunchtimes, break times and during lessons to
keep all pupils engaged, on task and progressing.







Lesson observations and pupil voice indicate that 100% of lessons remain good or
better.
The purchase of new cones has enabled
children to participate in sports at greater
distances due to better visibility.
In January 2020, as part of the new PE

Staff Audit, 75% of teachers agreed
that they felt confident teaching all areas of the PE curriculum. The lack of
confidence for teaching PE fell within
the field of teaching Striking and Fielding Games, highlighted by a new
teacher who had not experienced our
STA’s Cricket or Rounders lessons. The
school predicted that by January 2021
(the time of the next Staff Audit), 100%
of teachers would report that they felt
confident teaching all areas of the PE
curriculum because those topics would
have been covered. Unfortunately, due
to the Covid-19 Pandemic Striking and
Fielding was not covered during the
summer term and therefore this has
been identified as a gap the school still
need to close.
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hiring ‘experts’ to deliver PE
units.

Key indicator 4: Broader experience of a range of sports and activities offered to all pupils

Intent

Implementation

Your school focus should be
Make sure your actions to achieve are linked to your
clear what you want the pupils intentions:
to know and be able to do and
about what they need to learn
and to
consolidate through practice:
 Continue to offer a wider range
of activities both within and
outside the curriculum to
increase pupil participation.
 To focus particularly on those
pupils who do not take up
additional PE and Sporting
opportunities.
 To provide fantastic
experiences not available to
children at school (i.e. climbing,
abseiling, canoeing, sailing,
Mountain biking, raft/buggy
building etc.) through
residential trips (Years 5 and 6).
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Percentage of
total
allocation:
5%

Impact
Funding Evidence of impact: what do pupils now
allocated: know and what can they now do? What
has changed?:

 Through the curriculum we offer a variety of sports
(examples – Basketball, Football, Dance, Gymnastics, Tag
Rugby, Hockey, Tennis, Rounders, Cricket and Athletics)
 Use of newly written ‘TriviaPE’ - by combining subjects like
Maths and English into PE through orienteering and
problem solving activities and Intra-School Competitions.
Image 1.5 in Pictorial Evidence Document
 External Extra Curricular Clubs such as After-School
Gymnastics, Dodgeball, Scooter, Football.
 Encourage children to find a passion for these activities
(climbing, abseiling etc.) just as they would be for a more
mainstream sport, such as football.
 All children are provided with curriculum opportunities in
school to complete OAA activities and problem solving in
PE.
 Extra-Curricular Clubs available and opportunities are
changed regularly/ in accordance to pupil demand.
 Conduct annual (January) pupil voice survey to ascertain
what additional clubs pupils would like.
 Involve external coaches and coaching in clubs. This
involvement and set-up of specialist clubs, run by external
coaches and paid for by parents, provides children with the
opportunity to participate in a wider range of sporting activity.
 Participate in the wide range of activities offered by
£780
Sporting Partnerships;
 Enrichment workshops such as a Fencing Workshop,
Skateboarding Workshop, Multisports Workshops and a

Supported by:

IMPACT: COVID-19
Due to Schools closing because of the Covid-19
Pandemic, some actions and goals have not been
achieved. Where this the case the text has been
coloured blue.

Evidence:
PE achievements book
Sports displays/noticeboards
Sports newsletter
Pictures
Twitter
Pupil voice
New clubs, resulting from the Pupil Voice
Survey, are provided by school staff. The pupil
voice survey established the fact that the two
most requested clubs by our pupils were
‘Dodgeball’ and ‘Basketball’. As a result these
two clubs have been set up as part of our
‘Breakfast Club’ with 19 pupils attending.
Unfortunately, these only ran for a few
sessions before the pandemic.

Sustainability and
suggested next steps:

• School staff leading clubs
during their contracted
hours so do not cost the
school any additional
money.
• Maintain positive links with
local sporting clubs so that
they remain willing to offer
our children FREE workshops
throughout the year.
• Take advantage of Winter
Discounts (e.g.
skateboarding workshop)
and National Sports Week
offers.

Dance Workshop were offered to children throughout the
year.
 Bikeability for Year 5 and 6
 Identify Least Active pupils and target interventions,
events and clubs at those students.
Image 1.6 in Pictorial Evidence Document
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Key indicator 5: Increased participation in competitive sport

Inte
nt

IMPACT: COVID-19
Due to Schools closing because of the Covid-19 Pandemic, some
actions and goals have not been achieved. Where this the case the text
has been coloured blue.

Implementation

Your school focus should be clear Make sure your actions to
what you want the pupils to know achieve are linked to your
and be able to do and about
intentions:
what they need to learn and to
consolidate through practice:
 Attend a wide range of competitive and 
non-competitive events with a wide
variety of pupils, as well as increasing
success in competitions
 To ensure provision of competitions
covers level 1 (Intra-School) and level 2 
(Inter-School)
 For 90% of KS2 pupils and for 30% of
KS1 pupils to participate in Level 2
competitions

 For 100% of year 5 and 6 pupils to take
part in Sporting competition or event
 To ensure competition is accessible to

all pupils in all Key stages
 To improve our house totals at Sports
Day/School Games Da.


Implement an effective system for
engaging in competition during lesson
time. This means there will be an in- class
level 1 competition at the end of each
unit.
Organise Level 2 (Inter-School)
competition for both KS1 and KS2 Team
fixtures/friendly competitions and School
Games competitions.
This will not only improve links with other
schools but also provide excellent
competition opportunities for children in
all year groups.
Sports Teaching Assistant to continue
liaising with other local schools to provide
wider opportunities to less active pupils;
Sports Teaching Assistant to continue to
arrange ‘A Team’, ‘B Team’ and ‘Girls
Only’ fixtures with other local schools.
 Participation in sports partnership events.
 Membership with St Albans & Harpenden
School Sports Partnership, Harpenden
School Sports partnership, Hitchin Schools
Football Association, and Rural Schools
Partnership – we will also organise
additional tournaments amongst
ourselves to boost the array of
tournaments/festivals on offer to our
children.
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Percentage of total allocation:
1%

Impact
Funding
allocated:

Evidence of impact: what do
pupils now know and what
can they now do? What has
changed?:

Sustainability and suggested
next steps:

Evidence:
 The Level 1 stage competition will
PE achievements book
be embedded as a normal
Sports displays/noticeboards
element of learning through
Sports newsletter
continued access to class/house
Pictures
competitions in class/lesson time.
Twitter
This will bear no cost if the SSP
Pupil
voice
funding stops.
Rural Schools
School’s
data
from
events

Ask parents which additional
Sports Entry
Calendar
of
events
/
fixture
lists
Intra-House competitions they
Contribution £100
School Games Mark Platinum
would like to see introduced.
Status
until
2021
 Access to level 2 School Games
Cross country - £10
School Games Mark 2019/20
competitions/festivals is possible
Recognition Award
if parents/carers can transport
Small schools
School Games Mark ‘Virtual’
pupils or use public transport,
football £15
Award
thus will not stop as transport is
rarely provided by external travel
Due to Covid-19, the school held a
companies. If parents cannot
virtual sports day, which involved pupils
transport, on rare occasions,
both at home and school participating.
insured accompanying staff
79% of our pupils took part in this,
transport children.
including many who were at home.
 Continue to pay into the SAHSSP
The school attended the rugby festival
and numerous football festivals enabling
children to further develop their
sporting skills and work as part of a
team.
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